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“Islamic Diversity or Pluralism: Does Theology Lead or Follow?”  

 

The lecture will address “progressive Islam”, diversity, pluralism, and the intersectionality with 

theology. It will first address the preconceived notions about these terms before going on to 

stress that diversity as a demographic quality is built into the fabric of Islamic thought 

throughout history. The challenge for Muslims is whether that fact represents or can be translated 

into pluralism as the ideology of acceptance of difference. The subtitle refers to the dialectic of 

theology and ideology, e.g. the role of geopolitical context in the competing paradigms of 

diversity and pluralism. The lecturer will argue that moral and political choices emerge out of the 

role of human agency in a geopolitical and economic context. Regarding the prospects of the 

dialectic of theology and ideology, the lecture will discuss the prospects of proactive leadership 

by Muslims at large (not their states or so-called religious leaders) in confronting the regressive 

neocolonial ambitions of the military-industrial complex in the United States. The role of 

humane and peaceful leadership by and among Muslims as contingent upon the prevalence of 

reason and justice in the foreign policy of the United States will be underscored.  

 

Dr. Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na‘im is Charles Howard Candler Professor of Law, Associated 

Professor in the College of Arts and Sciences of Emory University, and Senior Fellow of the 

Center for the Study of Law and Religion.  Dr. An-Na’im is a leading scholar on Islamic and 

International Law and an internationally renowned speaker and author. An-Na‘im is the author 

of: What is an American Muslim (2014); Muslims and Global Justice (2011); Islam and the 

Secular State (2008); African Constitutionalism and the Role of Islam (2006); and Toward an 

Islamic Reformation: Civil liberties, human rights and international law (1990).  His edited 

books include Human Rights under African Constitutions (2003); Islamic Family Law in a 

Changing World: A Global Resource Book (2002); and Human Rights in Cross-Cultural 

Perspectives: Quest for consensus (1992). For more information see 

<https://scholarblogs.emory.edu/aannaim/> 
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